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Introduction
The art of ceramics requires clay, wood and water all of which could be found locally in
Moustiers. Before working the clay, it must be broken down, cleaned and left to rot down
for several months in an earth cellar. It is to this lengthy rotting down process that
Moustiers owed its reputation for the fine quality of its glaze. Moustiers clay is first-rate.
Not only does it contain enough limestone for articles to remain intact after their first trip
to the kiln, but it also ensures an optimal fixation of the glaze. The chemical composition
of the clay likewise affects the appearance of the glaze and its fine quality lends a
beautiful resonance to faïence earthenware.
The arrival of the Clérissy brothers was to bring fame to Moustiers. They came from an
Italian family of earthenware potters. With Pierre Clérissy as catalyst, in 1679, Moustiers
was to enjoy the start of the ‘golden age’ for its faïence (a type and decorative style of
earthenware). The population stood at 2000 with 14 faïence workshops and 4 paper mills.
It is believed that the choice of motifs and painting used on faïence were either copied
from, or inspired by, well-known artists of the time such as Antonio Tempesta, a 16th
century Italian painter and engraver and Jean Bérain, an architect, draughtsman and 17th
century engraver.
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The history of faïence ceramics
The art of pottery has been practised in Moustiers since the Middle Ages. Helped by François
Viry and sons, talented artists from Riez, Pierre Clérissy became the most famous potter of
glazed earthenware, a forerunner of faïence. The ever-changing economic climate of the time
shone favour on Clérissy. Various changes in consumer laws (Edicts somptuaires) in 1689, 1699
and 1709, meant that France changed its tastes to follow those of the ‘Roi-Soleil’ (Sun King, Louis
XIV) who melted down his golden tableware and had it replaced by faïence. What is more, the
bishop’s palace in Riez, on which the village of Moustiers depended, was governed by some very
influential gentlemen from important families who were personally appointed by the king.
Judging from the number of dinner sets, hunting dishes, fountains, oil cruets, flour dredgers and
other fine tableware made during the first half of the 18th century displaying their coat of arms,
it would appear that it was Pierre Clérissy and his descendants who profited the most from these
relationships and situation.
Faïence became so fashionable that
European monarchs wanted factories of their
own. The Count of Aranda, at the King of
Spain’s request, was in charge of recruiting
France’s finest craftsmen to set up a factory
in Alorca, near Barcelona. Joseph Olérys and
Edouard Roux, both having learnt the trade
in Moustiers, left for Alorca in 1726 and
stayed there for a good ten years.
More money was brought into the village by
the 12 faïence factories of the time than all
the other local industries put together. In
spite of this, nothing could stop the fashion
from changing.
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The reign of Louis XVI brought with it a penchant for English goods. In 1786, the ‘traité de
Vergennes’ (Vergennes Treaty) authorised English merchandise to be imported into France. It
was very popular, especially the white clay faïence onto which decoration was now stuck
(rather than painted) before applying a transparent glaze.
As a result, the last remaining faïence workshop closed down in 1874. It was to be another
fifty years before this activity would start up again in Moustiers.
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Marcel Provence brings faïence back to life
Marcel Joannon was a journalist, writer, historian,
ethnologist, but above all, a lover of Provence whose
name he took for his own to become ‘Marcel Provence’. In
1928, with the help of some friends, he brought faïence
back to life. At the same time, he was in the process of
setting up L’Académie de Moustiers, a school for the study
of Moustiers faïence and folklore. He also created the
Musée de la faïence (Faïence Museum). All goods were
crafted in the Moustiers style, very often emblazoned
with a bird which was shortly to become the emblem for
the faïence of Moustiers.
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Today, there are 10 faïence workshops in MoustiersSainte-Marie: Atelier Blanc Michèle, Atelier Bleu Cobalt,
Atelier Bondil, Atelier du Barri, Atelier des Cigales, Atelier
Fine and Pomponette, Atelier Lallier, Atelier Mufraggi,
Atelier Serrailler and Atelier Soleil.
Le Musée de la Faïence (Faïence Museum)
Le Musée de la Faïence was opened on 15th September 1929 with the backing of Marcel
Provence and L’Académie de Moustiers. In 1927, not a single workshop was in operation. The
practice of this traditional manual art was thwarted by both The Franco-Prussian war of 1870
and the competition posed by industrialisation. It was Marcel Provence himself who relight
the kilns and thus ‘re-ignited’ this activity. Surrounded by fellow established craftsmen, it is
thanks to Marcel Provence that we owe the rebirth of faïence in Moustiers-Sainte-Marie.
“The faïence of Moustiers has an accent of its own. Tap it lightly with your finger nail and it
makes a sound like crystal, slightly deep, fresh, a bit like the sound of Easter mountain bells”,
Marcel Provence.
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A step-by-step guide to faïence production
Making faïence is a delicate process that must be meticulously understood. In this passage, we
will discuss the steps prior to the decoration stage which is down to the personal taste of the
faïencier.

The different techniques of faïence production
-

Throwing: shaping the clay using a potter’s wheel.

-

Slip-casting: A slip (clay mixed with water) is poured into a mould or cast.

-

Embossing: Embossing: an embossed inscription or pattern is obtained by moulding clay
over a stamp made of a plaster with a raised motif.

-

Firing: An initial firing at over 1000°C creates the ‘biscuit’ (pottery after firing but not yet
glazed).

-

Glaze: The biscuit is dipped into a vat of glaze.

-

Decoration: Unfired glaze is painted with the lightest to darkest colours using a paintbrush.

-

Firing: the piece of faïence is fired for a second time to fix the glaze and painted motif.
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The different styles of faïence design
Bérain-style

Photo: Tourist Office, Moustiers-Sainte-Marie.

Hunting or Tempesta-style platters

Photo: Tourist Office, Moustiers-Sainte-Marie.

Les Grotesques

Photo: Tourist Office, Moustiers-Sainte-Marie.

This style consists mainly of using different shades
of blue. A central figure, or even a bust or
mythological creature is enwreathed by a
perfectly symmetrical arabesque motif. Jean
Bérain had templates made to ensure that his
style would be recreated. A vast quantity of
Bérain faïence was produced as a result. Bérain
was nominated designer of the King’s Chamber in
1711 and had gained such a reputation that
nothing could be done without his prior approval.
Records of Bérain’s work went into circulation
from 1710 and Moustiers did not escape this
movement.

At the end of the 17th century until 1730,
Clérissy’s workshop manufactured platters
depicting hunting scenes copied from engravings
by Antonio Tempest, an Italian Renaissance
painter whose works circulated throughout
Europe at that time.

Invented by Joseph Olérys in Moustiers,
grotesques are characters depicted with some
kind of deformity or other. However, the origin of
their name is not quite as one would expect. It
actually comes from the word ‘grotto’ because of
the cave discovered during the Renaissance in the
underground ruins of the Thermes de Titus
(Thermal Baths belonging to Emperor Titus) in
Rome. The paintings at the baths were very
similar to Berain’s save for their depiction of
‘grotesque’ animals. Other designs exist, of
course, such as rockeries and wild flowers and
motifs on fired glaze or in the style of Féraud. To
learn more about Moustiers’s history of faïence, a
visit to the Musée de la Faïence (Faïence
Museum) and the faïence workshops is
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Faïence today
Today, there are 10 faïence workshops in Moustiers-Sainte-Marie: L’atelier Lallier, l’atelier
Bondil, l’atelier Soleil, l’atelier Blanc Michèle, l’atelier du Barri, l’atelier Bleu Cobalt, l’atelier
des Cigales (on la Route de Riez), l’atelier J. Fine & Mlle Pomponette, l’atelier Mufraggi and
l’atelier Serrailler. They all have shops in the village centre that you can visit or on site, for
the Atelier des Cigales on the Route de Riez.
You can contact the workshops to arrange a visit and watch a demonstration of how their
faïence is made. It is like going back in time and entering the world of this traditional
French art. Afterwards, to learn everything there is to know about the faïence of
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie, it is worthwhile paying a visit to the museum.
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L’Union des Faïenciers de Moustiers-Sainte-Marie (Union of MoustiersSainte-Marie Faïence Craftsmen)
Founded in the mid-eighties, the aim of the craftsmen’s union is to oppose the many
industrially mass-produced alternatives of today. These imitations cheapen the image of the
handcrafted faïence for which Moustiers is so famous. To protect their art, the craftsmen
decided to set up a legal structure and create an ‘association’ (charity) to make the
government aware of this issue as well as proposing several major events to promote
Moustiers and its ancestral art by regularly involving itself in village cultural events. It also
takes part in the Salon International du Patrimoine Culturel (International Heritage Fair)
which is held annually at Le Carousel du Louvre museum in Paris. This fair has become the
reference point for professionals wishing to restore and maintain French heritage. Every year,
the fair raises awareness of rare and unusual traditional trades and particularly to those men
and women who dedicate themselves to such a work. The renown of the faience of Moustiers
reached its peak in France during the reign of Louis XIV, but it is still carried out today by men
and women with a passion for this ancestral art.
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Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
Provence, France

Office de Tourisme (Tourist Office) Opening Times – seven days a week

December, January, February:

10am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 5pm

March, October, November:

10am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 5.30pm

April, May:

10am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 6pm

June, September:

9.30am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 6pm

July, August:

9.30am to 7pm (Monday to Friday)
9.30am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 7pm (Weekend)

NOAT Adrien –Communications Officer
Office de Tourisme de Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
Maison de Lucie – Place de l’Eglise
04360 Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
+33 (0)4 92 74 00 99 – webcom@moustiers.fr
www.moustiers.fr
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